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"Emma" Wayfarer 247

"Emma" is a Wayfarer dinghy designed by the late lan Proctor. She was built in
Norfolk by Moores of Wroxham, in 1960, and is a wooden Mark I design. She spent
most of her life in Norfolk sailing around Norwich and the Broads before she joined us
on our cruises in 1997.

'Emma" is fitted out for cruising. The main has slab reefing at two points. We carry a
genoa and jib, both of which furl. No outboard engine is carried, alternative propulsion
being provided by two oars at 8 foot 6 inches, or two beavertail paddles. A 5kg
'Bruce' anchor is our bower and we have a small folding grapnel as a kedge. For the
first time this year, we used a Skg catenary weight to help anchoring. Water is stowed
in a large container at the foot of the mast but we rarely cook whilst underway,
preferring to prepare flasks, sandwiches and other goodies before we set sail each day.
We carry a small fender for quick use, and two inflatable boat rollers which can double
as fenders. An inflatable canoe serves as a tender and is stowed in front of the aft tank.

The boom tent was made by Rob Wagstaffe at 'The Canvas Windmill.' Whilst
underway, it is stowed under the thwart in a waterproof "Ortileb" bag, making it
readily available to throw over the frame once we stop. The frame utilizes the two oars
attached to the shrouds to support the cover. Food, stove and other provisions are
stored inside plastic boxes in the aft tank, whilst in the forward tank is our bedding and
spare clothes, secured in waterpoof bags. A few cans of food were stowed beneath the
floor boards.

We carry flares, a hand-held VHF, GPS receiver and a mobile telephone. In the
Scottish waters we relied mostly upon pilotage, any navigation being done by dead
reckoning with mental adjustments for tide and leeway. In advance, route planning and
tidal streams are calculated and recorded in our log. A deck log is kept whilst we are
under way. We fitted a 'Tacktick' solar powered compass which works well in bright
sun. However, in overcast conditions it does not hold its charge well. We also use a
hand-held compass and chart plotter. Our radio is essential for weather forecasts,
keeping up to date' with news bulletins and, of course, with events in Ambridge.

On this cruise, we navigated largely using 'Imray' C series charts. These are now all
printed on wafer-resistant paper, making them more durable in the dinghy. More
usefully, they are also printed with a grid, making estimation of distance, bearings and
plotting much easier when folded inside a map case. The tidal streams and harbour
insets are also very useful. We carried C64, C65, C66 and C67. We also carried Imray
pilots "Clyde to Colonsay, " "Crinan to Canna, " "Skye and Northwest Scotland"
and "The Western Isles. " We took the appropriate pages from the "Macmillan Reeds
Loose-leaf Almanac" for daily tidal information and details of harbours we expected
might be visited. A very useful publication was "The Rough Cuide - Scottish
Highlands and Islands," which had lots of information about places visited including
local transport, shops and pubs.

"Emma" performed very well with no major problems. The combined ages of skipper,
crew and boat are now 132 years, and she is probably fairing the best. We are looking
forward to our next cruise with her.



Friday August 10th, 2001. On the wvater, at last

The best part of the previous three weeks had been spent working on "Emma." Being
over forty, some of her fittings were becoming less secure and we were keen to replace
them. Stainless catches around the tanks, with reinforcement to hold them in place
meant a lot of rubbing down, drilling, glueing, epoxying and varnishing - all of which
took time. Tempers shortened. Frustrations grew. Good varnishing weather meant we
were missing good sailing weather.

In addition, we had improved the mechanical advantage of our outhaul, Cunningham
and assembled a cascade system of pulleys on the kicker, to ensure that we could
flatten the sail effectively in a strong blow or adjust it better for sailing in light and
medium winds. Our new Cunningham also made slab reefing simpler and more
effective. The existing fairleads and track for the genoa were placed on the side-
thwarts in such a way that no-one could ever sit on them, without risk of damage to
tender areas of the anatomy. Hence a further change involved re-positioning the tracks
between the two boards of the thwarts, and leading the sheets through a ratchet block
to a swivel fairlead and jammer on the centre thwart. All these changes needed testing
in anger.

Having accomplished all these tasks, completed a shake down cruise at home on the
Orwell, packed up the boat and stowed all the gear in the car we had spent two days
driving up to Scotland from Suffolk, setting off in the most apalling thunderstorm and
grinding to a halt in traffic around Cambridge. More frustrations.

It was 5.00pm. The sun was shining. There was barely a breath of wind. TheImountains grew and gleamed in the afternoon sun. We stood on the slip at Creran
Moorings near Oban swallowing highland air, eager to begin our cruise. The
frustrations of the previous three weeks melted into the cold, clear water of the loch.

By 7.30 pm we had launched "Emma" and were on a buoy with the tent up and the
kettle on. We blew up our inflatable canoe and paddled ashore to sort out the car and
get ready to leave on the tide in the morning. There would be no rush as high water
was not until nearly lunchtime and we planned to leave gracefully with the ebbing tide.

A good meal, a glass of wine and a contented first night amongst the other boats
resting in the moorings. At last! We were here, afloat, ready to start our adventures.
We slept the sleep of the just.

10th August, 2001.
hours sailed 0.25
miles sailed 0.1
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Saturday 11th August, 2001. An unceremonious beginning.

The plan was to leave on the first of the ebbing tide and sail out of Loch Creran into the Lynn
of Lome. With a good wind, we could buck the tide and head to the northem end of the Island
of Lismore, where the port of Ramsey would make a good anchorage for the first day at sea. If
winds were light, we could head the opposite way toward Dunstaffnage or Oban.

We never make hard and fast plans. In a dinghy, we find it is better to be prepared to adapt to
the prevailing conditions. Hence we have no stated goal before a cruise begins. Answers like,
"We intend to set off from Loch Creran and see which way the wind blows," may seem a little
carefree, casual or even ill-prepared when someone asks us our plans. However, being too
single-minded or sticking rigidly to a passage plan can lead a dinghy sailor into situations
which might be better avoided, and detract from the overall enjoyment of the cruise. However,
planning has to be much more thorough, preparing tidal details, identifying possible anchorages
or bolt holes, covering more than one eventuality and being properly equipped to cope with
changes of plan whilst underway. It can be like planning three passages at once.

I suppose the rain hammering on the roof of the tent should have been enough to make us
realise that today was not going to go to plan. The boat slewing backwards and forwards on her
mooring should have indicated that all was not nght. But, in the hope that it would soon pass,
we got up, made breakfast and stowed gear ready for departure. The forecast predicted SW 3
to 4, veering W, occasional 5 later. Rain.

We had sailed in much worse. It didn't seem too bad at the moment. We would carry on as
planned, we decided. Once ready to depart, we realised that we had forgotten the ties used to
secure gear in the boat, and decided to paddle "Emma" back to the shore to collect them from
the car as we left. On the beach, we noticed that "Emma's" cocoon cover lay draped over
another dinghy, just where we had left it to dry in the evening sunshine last night. We gathered
it up, sodden and dripping and resigned ourselves to leaving it to fester in the car for three
weeks. What would it do to the cover? Or the car?

As the wind was freshening we swapped genoa for jib before finally setting off at 2.35pm.
Before we had passed the last moored boat we had taken in the first reef. The rain began at the
same moment. But we were pleased that our new reefing system was effective, so we shrugged
it off. On a close reach we sped eastwards along Loch Creran, passing the fish farm at a safe
distance. No-one else was sailing.

The wind freshened more. The rain rained more. The waves came in the boat more. We liked it
less. Heading for the shelter of the southem end of the loch we debated whether to look for an
anchorage or press on. As it rained even more, visibility decreased rapidly and the wind picked
up again. We took in our second reef.. In poor visibility and this wind and sea-state, we decided
not to mess about any longer but to head back, which we did on a screaming broad reach in no
time at all.

Our buoy was still free and we picked it up again. Lunch in the rain. The swell was now
making our mooring extremely uncomfortable so after spilling my coffee for the second time
we headed reluctantly to the slip, press-ganged some sea kayakers and campers into helping us
haul "Emma" out and stood dripping and disconsolate in the toilets, watching the rain.

Saturday 11th August, 2001.
hours sailed 1.05
miles sailed 5.0
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I ~~~~~~~A Sorry Start

3 ~~~~~~"Emma" sits on the beach in the rain at Loch C'reran..
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Sunday 12th August, 2001. Retreat to the hills.

We had come equipped with our land tent expecting to camp before we launched. The
euphoria of Friday night when we could not wait to get on the water had evaporated
into the condensation which now dripped down the inside of the flysheet as we gazed
out toward the moored boats still rolling on their moorings. Some of the owners came
ashore and went home. The sea kayakers gave up and went home. Two other campers
with a Miracle for day sailing went off to the pictures in Oban.

Having watched the condensation for long enough, we set off for a walk in
Sutherland's Grove, a forest stretching up the mountainside behind Barcaldine. For a
few hours we forgot about the unpromising weather forecasts and rough seas. Instead
we enjoyed the trees, looked for birds and stretched our limbs for the first time in a
while.

Later in the day we visited the Sea Life Centre which had a fascinating collection of
sea creatures. Whilst not happy to see any animal in captivity, it remains fascinating to
see them close up and the centre has proven success in rehabilitating orphan seals.
Gazing into the deep dark eyes of the seals I was sure they too, would rather be out
amongst the islands than here on the mainland. Outside, we happened across a shrew
and followed him for a while watching his busy existence searching for food through
the fallen leaves.

The rain came down once more, and we adjourned to a nearby inn to try and cheer
ourselves up before returning to the tent, the condensation and our evaporating plans.



Monday 13th August, 2001. It is raining in Fort William

We decided to be tourists and set off in the car to Fort William. Being wet, everyone
else seemed to have similar ideas and the damp streets were thronging with visitors.
We did the usual touristy things, did some shopping, bought some spicy food for
dinner and then set off for a walk along Glen Nevis and the end of the West Highland

Way. It was a good walk with little rain. We found whole areas of marsh covered in

orchids, saw buzzards circling overhead and had views of the bottom half of Ben
Nevis.

It rained on the way home and the spicy food was so spicy we could not eat it. Surely

things could only get better?



Tuesday 14th August, 2001. A second beginning.

The outlook was better. We were brighter. Jock and Jonquil who run Creran Moorings gave us
a print-out of a forecast from an intemet site (http://theyr.com). One of its places of reference
is Oban and the accuracy is very good. Throughout our despondent few days they had been
great in helping us to dry gear, park the boat and provide us with advice on the weather or any
other information. They really could not have been better hosts.

High water was now mid-aftemoon. We visited Oban in the moming, climbing up to McCaig's
Folly which dominates the town like the Colosseum. We rep rovisioned, telephoned for
confirmation of the weather forecast and in an air of renewed optimism headed back to strike
camp and launch the boat.

Why does it always take twice as long to get ready than you expect? We sorted out gear and
packed up "Emma." We emptied out three day's rainwater and bent on the sails.
It was 6.20 p.m. when we eventually sailed away from the beach at Creran Moorings. Unlike
Saturday, the wind was very light and within a few minutes we found ourselves rowing toward
the fish farm. Drifting, sailing and rowing we made our way to the mouth of the loch and out
into the Lynn of Lome. It felt like we were escaping from a cage.

By now the tide was flooding and we debated whether to head north to Ramsey or south to
Dunstaffnage. In fact we did neither. As the wind disappeared completely, we rowed into the
bay south of Eriska. Although charted as shallow, we calculated that we should stay afloat if
we picked our spot carefully, which we duly did.

Our Bruce anchor has always served us well. To help keep it secure as we only have 5 metres
of chain, we made a catenary weight from a 5 kg lead disc. A short piece of chain holds a
shackle to the weight which we can attach to the warp and slide down to the sea bed. We leamt
to lower this from the opposite fairlead to the anchor warp, making them less likely to entwine
each other. A small fender duals as both anchor buoy and tripping line.

Our procedure for anchoring seems to work smoothly now. As we approach we furl the jib, I
release the anchor from its holster on the king post and unwind the chain from the drum,
flaking it ready to pay out. The warp is led through the fairlead (remembering to pass it under
the jib sheets). The tripping line is attached and its length estimated according to rise and fall of
the tide. As we stop and begin to fall back the anchor is dropped and the cable and warp
carefully paid out. We have marked the warp at one metre intervals. Once it has bitten, we use
the oars to row backwards to dig it in. Finally, we lower the catenary weight.

On windy nights or in strong tides or currents the boat tends to slew back and forth once the
tent is erected. I suppose it acts like a sail. Removing the rudder and lifting the centre board
reduce this movement, but deploying our sea anchor from the stem on a short line works even
better.

Thus we settled to our first night at anchor behind Eriska listening to herons and owls under a
glorious sunset. At last we had really begun our cruise amongst the Scottish Islands.

14th August, 2001.
hours sailed 2.25
miles sailed 5.0
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Our First Anchorage

USense behind Morvernfrom our anchorage behind the small island of Eriska near the
entrance to Loch Creran.
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Wednesday 15th August, 2001. Sailing at last

In keeping with recent conditions, after our beautiful sunset the rain began again. It
continued next moming, and we were unable to put the tent away dry. However, by
mid-moming the sun was shining as we beat slowly against the tide heading south west
down the Lynn of Lome in light airs.

We knew there were several small islands here, and one pair in particular attracted us
as they were joined by a storm beach. We used our kedge anchor to hold the boat as
the SW wind held her nicely off the shingle bank between Eilean Na Cloiche and Eilean
Dubh. Both islands have a limestone cap, like the larger island of Lismore to the west.
This makes the vegetation very different, and we scaled the rocks to go and examine
the wild plants growing further up- Whilst we ate lunch on the shingle bank, several
common seals swam along and watched us from close to the shore.

After lunch we beat gently south toward Oban. We decided not to press on too far, but
to stop on Kerrera where Oban Boats Marina has pontoons just inside Kerrera Sound.
The wind picked up for the last couple of miles and we arrived at 1545 in bright
sunshine, carefully avoiding the wreck in the bay. This gave us time to put up the tent
and dry out gear which was still wet from the weekend. It also gave us time to go and
explore the island.

We began by climbing up to Hutcheson's Monument and enjoyed superb views across
to Oban and its folly, out to Mull and back from where we had sailed earlier.
Continuing on to Slatrach Bay we found carpets of wild flowers including cranesbill,
eyebright, lady's bedstraw, orchids and best of all, the delicate grass of pamassus. This
is not a grass at all, but has single green-veined white flowers on stems emerging from
fens. It was said to be a plant worthy of the god Apollo who was reputed to spend
time at the summit of Mount Parnassus where it was recorded by the ancient Greeks,
hence its name.

Swallows flew between the legs of highland cattle grazing in the lush pasture. House
martins nested on the cliffs rather than the houses. Stone chats made their call like two

stones being hammered together and a buzzard took off right beneath our feet, as we
surprised it perching on a cliffbelow. We retumed to the boat along the old drove road
where cattle used to be driven ready to swim across to market in Oban. What would
the SSPCA have to say about that practice?

The early stop at Kerrera had paid off Our tent was dry. So too, were the sleeping
bags and our clothes. After a shower and dinner, the scene seemed set for good

cruising. This was what we had come for.

15th August, 2001.
hours sailed 4.50
miles sailed 9.5
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Lynn of Lorne

Exploring Eilean Dubh and
Eilean na Cloiche, two islands
joined by a storm beach.
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Thursday 16th August, 2001. Sea fog, Sunart, seals but no otter.

It was decision time. Do we head south and head for the isles of Jura and Islay? Do we head

west with a view to tuming north up the coast? Do we aim to complete the circuit around Mull
or visit Coll and Tiree?

With winds from the southwest, the joumey south would be a beat. Along the south side of

Mull there are few sheltered bays in an onshore wind. The tide was just right to pass through

the race at the southem end of Lismore Island. We decided to take full advantage of the tide
and headed west up the Sound of Mull.

The race past Lismore light can run at up to 6 knots, with overfalls and eddies. In our small

boat, we wanted to arrive near slack water with the first of the flood to carry us through. With

a fair breeze, this would take little more than an hour and we set off at 9.30 am about an hour

before low. We headed straight for the light house, a bold white structure, but within half an

hour the wind had died and we found ourselves rowing. Not so good for our timing.

Fortunately, the wind picked up and we began to sail again in a gentle force 2, tacking to avoid

the large Caledonian Macbrane ferry on its regular run from Oban to Mull.

It was Anne who noticed that the lighthouse had vanished. It took us a while to work out where

it had gone. A bank of fog had rolled in obscuring the lighthouse, the race and was about to

engulf the ferry. This was suddenly no place to be. We were in the middle of the Lynn of Lome

and the fog was advancing toward us. A fix was quickly recorded and we changed course to

head for the east side of Lismore Island. We could then hug the coast safe from shipping.

The wind remained steady force 2-3 from the SW. The fog lifted a little and we saw the light

once more and resumed our course toward it. About a mile away we entered the fog bank and

then the race, keeping close to the island in shallow water. Sure of our position, we knew where

the ferry was and two other yachts motoring to port. We held whistle and hom ready, listening
and watching. It was eerie with visibility dropping to no more than 200m, then lifting slightly.

After ten minutes, Lismore light appeared about 150m to starboard, as expected. The fog

closed in again then rolled past to the north leaving us in haze, sunshine and relieved.

Mull has strange effects on the wind. We had half expected to first run and then beat up the

Sound. Within an hour, the wind died completely, and as we studied several boats of divers, we

began to row. We saw our first porpoises swimming alongside, and could hear them blow in

the still air. Having passed Loch Aline, it picked up again, but this time from the west. It was a

close reach along the rest of the Sound before we eventually tumed onto a reach into Loch

Sunart. Here we met many seabirds: gannets, razorbills, guillemots and a few shearwaters

which glided over the waves. We desperately wanted to see an otter and set off in pursuit.

Careful pilotage took us around the island of Oronsay, then through the West Kyle of Cama
into the outer basin of Loch Teacuis. The pilot notes it is called Caol Achadh Lic which

translates to 'the channel of the field of stones.' We were very careful. Then, negotiating what

the pilot calls the 'rock infested narrows,' past a colony of at least 16 common seals, we slid

equally carefully into the inner basin and sailed up the head of the loch where we anchored

beneath a small wood. Surely this was the sort of place an otter would appear? We watched
long and hard over dinner, but to our continued disappointment, no otter appeared.

16th August, 2001.
hours sailed 9.15

miles sailed 32.0
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I ~~~~The Sound of Mull and Loch Sunart

Emerging from the fog bank and heading for the KSound of MuMt
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Friday 17th August, 2001. One of those days you never forget.

Looking back on a cruise, there is usually one day which stands out. For us, it was today. Why does it

stand out? First, there is the variety of sailing and conditions to deal with. Then there are the new
experiences, both places sailed and things encountered. Finally, there are the people met, and their
impact on ourselves. Every cruise in a small boat has some of these elements, even a short day trip in
home waters, but this day touched all of them, and is special to us- Our plan was to round
Ardnamurchan Point, the most westerly piece of mainland Britain, pictured with a yacht struggling in
an horrendous swell in our pilot. A day to be positive.

We rose early to an overcast, grey morning, cooking breakfast and filling flasks at our anchorage
whilst we continued to study the head of Loch Teacuis, determined to see our first otter. By the time
we clattered about stowing the tent, none had appeared and we felt a little cheated having been
assured how good a vantage point this loch might be. Our gloom deepened slightly with the sky. It
began to rain and the wind disappeared shortly after weighing anchor.

We rowed for about four miles, out through the narrows past the seals making eerie calls across the

still loch, up the East Kyle of Carna carefully avoiding 'the Bridge,' a reef extending from the island
into the channel. We rowed out into Loch Sunart and after two hours we were approaching the
western end of the narrow north channel past the island of Risga. We grew concerned, having

expected to be clear of Loch Sunart before the tide turned and began to flood against us. The forecast
predicted a SW 3 - 4, veering W or NW later. Here we were, rowing at 2 knots, with no wind, rapidly

approaching low water. Alternatives began to run through our minds. The focused, positive approach
dwindled. Tobermoray looked inviting.

The Atlantic came into view. Were we really heading out there? We felt a gentle gust on our necks,
and shipped the oars. In a few minutes, we had full sail and were close hauled in a SW force 3; perfect
wayfarer cruising conditions. As the Island of Coil appeared ahead our spirits lifted and we could
easily have set course for America. We beat into the Atlantic swell.

As we turned to head north around the Ardnamuchan Peninsula, we found ourselves amongst an
abundance of auks. Rafts of guillemots and razorbills shrieked and gargled around us. More manx
shearwaters passed, flying low along the contours of the waves, taking the lift from each crest. More
harbour porpoises swam alongside, but as "Emma" sliced through the waves we could not hear them

as we had the day before. We waved to a couple of yachts sailing the other way, studying us through
binoculars. Through our binoculars, we studied three sea kayaks coming across from Coll. If we felt

slightly intimidated by the Atlantic, how must they feel?

It took about three and an half hours to reach Ardnamurchan Point. Under an overcast sky we

admired the lighthouse as we rolled on the swell. These conditions were thankfully much less
intimidating than the pictures we had seen in the pilot. As we enjoyed the satisfaction of our
achievement it began to drizzle. The wind picked up as we continued north. Leaving the extensive
sands of Sanna Bay behind us, we began to feel slightly more vulnerable once again and quickly took
in a reef for reassurance.

Where next? Ardnamurchan Point had been our single focus from waking this morning. Now we

needed to turn our attention to the north. We began to identify the Small Isles: Muck, Eigg, Canna
and Rum. We considered the time and the tidal streams around the islands, quickly eliminating Canna
and Rum as suitable destinations this evening. We were going well, and could easily make either of
the other two. The outlook from the last two weather broadcasts had been predicting gales soon, and

we decided that Eigg sounded the more interesting should we become storm-bound in the morning.
Bearing away, we shook out the reef and "Emma" raced across the waves as the drizzle eased. This
was intoxicating sailing. Not a soul in sight. Full sail. Splashing ahead.

The Sound of Eigg was alive with gannets, kittewakes, rafts of auks and many porpoises. As the
Island approached, we were struck by its distinctive appearance. It bears a long ridge of volcanic rock,
a basalt dyke, that culminates at its highest point just above the harbour at Galmisdale Bay. This nose
is known as the Sgurr of Eigg and just beckons visitors to climb it. In the cliffs below, caves are



prominent. Massacre Cave is so called becausc on one fateful day in the 16th century, the whole

population of the island was driven inside, trapped and left to drown in the incoming tide. We
identified the small island protecting the harbour, Eilean Chathastail (Castle Island) and decided to
approach from the south with wind and tide behind, rather than beat into the more difficult, narrow

north entrance, so we planned to drop the main before running in under genoa to the anchorage.

Whilst contemplating our approach, Anne was busy studying a tourist boat. "Etive Shearwater" who

appeared to be sailing a little erratically near us. I was studying the porpoises, one of whom appeared

to be at least four times the size of the rest.
"Look at this! I think it's a whale. It's huge!" I was desperate to share my discovery.

"It's not a whale. It might be a dolphin. [ don't care anyway, what's this boat doing?"
The tour boat appeared to have turned and to be heading right across our bows, with sixty or seventy
people all hanging over the side apparently staring at us. We began to wonder what was going on
when my whale surfaced right ahead. I suppose it was the size of a large grey car. It blew and its

prominent dorsal fin rolled back down into the sea.
"It is a whale!" I pleaded. Silence. Then it surfaced again, this time off our starboard beam.
"You're right! That boat's following it." Both whale and boat made a complete circuit of "Emma"

who rocked around in the wash, before both whale and boat disappeared.

We were tingling with excitement, and it was difficult to focus on the task of heading up, dropping
main, getting the anchor ready and conning our way into the harbour. We managed, untidily and

pulled up against the stone slip behind the "Etive Shearwater" who had come in ahead of us. The crew
confirmed our suspicion that we had been watching a minke whale. There is a shop, shower, toilet and
cafe on the slip at Eigg. A couple of years ago the island came up for sale, and the sixty or so islanders

successfully bought it. These new facilities are a direct result, and we were pleased to support their
venture, buying the components of a mushroom omelette with salad for our first fresh meal for a few

days. The shop also boasted a good selection of wines. In the cafe we spoke to some other sailors who

were anchored in the bay, boring them with stories about our whale. OK, so they had seen them
before. But this was our first!

The islanders were very helpful with advice on where to anchor. We came well into the bay,
anchoring in about 3m. Being springs, we dried out for about a couple of hours at low. The bay was
beautiful, smooth sand, ensuring a comfortable resting place at low water.

With the tent up, we had the kettle on and, gazing up at the Sgurr, planned a trip ashore before

cooking our meal. Gulls, geese and arctic terns called from the rocks in the bay. We hadn't even
begun to blow up the canoc when we noticed a man in an inflatable approaching. He came alongside

and poked a head through the tent door.
"Have you begun to cook yet?" he enquired, "for we've way too much prepared. Will you join us
aboard?" How could we refuse?

"Seol Na Mara" is a Fastnet 34 based in Arisaig and we were made so welcome by the owners and

their two friends, we were quite taken aback They listened to our tales and we quizzed them about

sailing in the area. We talked happily and then lan, the skipper, produced his electronic pipes and

proceeded to entertain us further. Soon he was joined by fiddle, guitar and bodran. We couldn't

contribute much to the music but told a Suffolk tale in return. Several drams of whisky helped the
evening slide past too soon before lan rowed us back to the beach in the dark, and we walked to
"Emma," now resting on the sands.

It was one of our fewv clear nights, our only colourful sunset- We sat on the deck and picked out

constellations above the shadow of the Sgurr of Eigg until the gulls, geese and tems finally grew
silent, and wve slid into our sleeping bags to dream of drizzle, lighthouses, whales, caves and bagpipes,
but still no otter.

17th August, 2001.

hours sailed 8.0
miles sailed 27.5
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In the Atlantic

Rounding Ardnamurchan Point, the most westerly tip of mainland Britain. Eigg is behind
the lighthouse and the low shape of Muck is infront of the more mountainous Rum.
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Saturday 18th August, 2001. It pays to readyour correctionsfirst.

We knew we must leave about an hour before low, to avoid drying out once again. This would
enable us to use the tides to help us on our way towards Rum. There is a fierce tide in the
Sound of Eigg, and we planned to use it to advantage.

Sadly, our friends from "Seol Na Mara" left before we could paddle across, so after a short
walk ashore, we packed up and set off, retracing our route through the south entrance and then
out around Castle Island heading north once more. Almost at once we were amongst large rafts
of sea birds. Gulls, gannets, kittewakes, auks and tems squabbled and dived in what must have
been a good fishing area. Suddenly they rose and dispersed in all directions. The reason for this
sudden panic became clear as a large black bird pursued a hapless tem. Despite its large size, it
was remarkably adept at following the smaller bird's acrobatic attempts to elude it. This was a
great skua whose intentions were not directed at the tem itself but at its food, which was soon
bullied away. We had several good views of these birds.

The whales reappeared in numbers, surfacing and blowing around us. At one point, we both
almost jumped from our skins as the sound of the blow came unexpectedly from astem. We
tumed and saw the minke just 15m from our transom. We both looked down at the belts on our

buoyancy aids. Do they know we are here? Is it being curious? What would happen if ...?

It seemed as though we had been beside the northem tip of Eigg for an inestimable time. There

was a gentle force 2 from WNW yet we appeared to make no progress. The tide should have
been assisting us, yet we appeared to stand still. We pressed on, becoming increasingly
frustrated as the aftemoon wore on.

Quite independently, we both considered a whale some distance ahead to have white flanks.
This could well have been an orca. Sadly, it never came closer to give us a definite sighting.
Rum is an island nature reserve. For many years it has been the centre of studies on red deer,
and more recently, has been successful in reintroducing sea eagles to the Scottish islands. As
we slowly approached the cliffs, we gazed up expectantly, but none flew out to greet us. Rum
is also the home to many thousand manx shearwaters who nest in burrows on the slopes. These
flew past us in large flocks, always low near the water, fast and agile.

By 5.00 pm we were rowing in the early evening sun. A gentle breeze blew us the last mile into
the harbour at Loch Scresort where we dropped anchor in 5m at high water, intending to stay
afloat at low. We raised the tent and settled to cook supper in the evening sun under the
picturesque setting of the loch. Mountains to each side, a castle at the head and a jetty with a
few houses set amongst woodland around the edge. However, no sooner had the tide tumed,
than an enomnous swell filled the bay. Cooking became hazardous and sleeping uncomfortable.
In the end, we put out a second anchor to hold us more steady and at right angles to the swell,
but it was a less than comfortable six hours.

Studying the pilot to plan the next day, times for tidal streams seemed at odds with our new
found experience. Eventually, reference to the corrections (hastily printed and stuffed in the
back of the book before we departed) revealed that the printed -0130 should read +0130. Three

hours difference - half a tide! This explained our slow progress. There is a moral here.

18th August, 2001.
hours sailed 7.30
miles sailed 14.5
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I ~~~~~Rum

I ~~~~~~~Approaching the Caillin of Rum from the east.
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Sunday 19th August, 2001. The calm before the storm.

For some days, each weather broadcast had predicted strong winds and gales approaching the
Westem Isles. Each day, it seemed to move back another 24 hours, but now we were fairly sure
that the gale would be with us tomorrow. Hence, today's aim was to find a secure shelter to sit
out the storm.

The ovemight swell had put us offthe idea of staying on Rum. One of our few close encounters
with the 'wee beasties' as we explored the island near the loch confirmed this decision. So by
1030 we had sailed away down the loch in a pleasant E force 3, predicted to become
NE/variable 3 - 4. By 1100 we were rowing again.

We were headed east toward the point of Sleat, and the lighthouse was visible ahead, some
seven miles away. The wayfarer rows fairly well. We carry 8 foot 6 inch oars, the longest we
can stow. Longer would be better, but sitting on the centre thwart, we can maintain a steady 2
knots. We tend to row in twenty minute shifts. The jib is furled and the main slightly
scandalised with the reefmng lines to keep the boom out of the way. The helm tends to stand to
keep the boat level, often steering with the back of the knee and looking out hopefully for cats'
paws. Today we saw none.

The sea was very quiet, even the birds seemed to have disappeared. We had occasional
glimpses of a distant whale or porpoise. The odd guillemot gargled close by. A few shearwaters
skimmed past. The lighthouse still seemed a long way off. To port, the sun shone on the Cuillin
Mountains on Skye. It must have been a superb day to be climbing on the ridges. Sunny and
windless, with blue skies and great views. Taking tums rowing slowly toward the lighthouse,
we envied the climbers enjoying the warm rock, making quick progress.

Our hands were growing a little sore, our backs were beginning to ache, our resolve was
beginning to weaken and we were coming up with many good reasons to justify the noise, smell
and space required to carry an outboard with its fuel. The idea of a large cruising yacht with
push-button in-board began to appeal. We considered anchorages on the south side of Skye,
but were unsure how sheltered they would be in the SW gale, so we carried on rowing towards
the lighthouse.

We had been rowing for about five and a quarter hours when the cats' paws finally caught us
up. Under full sail, with wind on the beam we reached up the Sound of Sleat, leaving Mallaig
and the sands of Morar to starboard. Our original plan had been to head for Isleomsay a bay
which appeared to offer good shelter. However, we were approaching high water, and it
remained a further eight miles up the Sound. Instead, we decided to investigate Armadale Bay,
just north of Ardvasar on the Skye shore. As we approached, the large CalMac ferry left and

headed back to Mallaig and we carefully watched his route around the drying rocks which lay
submerged at this state of the tide.

We sailed into the bay. Several visitors moorings were available, but we decided to sail in
closer to the shore and anchored in 5m, inside all the moored boats. Out of the blue, a local
rowed across and offered us the use of his tender whilst we were at anchor. Such kindness, and

totally unsolicited. After tea, we paddled ashore in the canoe and found the local hotel. Chance
to call home and relax for a while. It had been a long day. The rain began on our walk back to
the boat.
the3oat. 19th August, 2001.

hours sailed 7.40
miles sailed 15.0
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Monday 20th August, 2001. A sheltered anchorage with allfacilities.

High water was expected at about 0930. We studied the bay and the pilot which had an aerial
photograph of the bay. To the north, rocks led to a stone quay with steps, where boats could
refill with water or diesel. Many tenders were lined up alongside. To the south, rocks led to the
large pier where the CalMac ferry berthed. The terminal, shops and cafes were built here. The

entrance to the east was filled with moorings where several yachts and fishing boats bobbed
and swung in the increasing breeze. To the west, a short beach of sand and stones was bordered
by a belt of trees, which rustled and swayed behind us.

1 The photograph showed a sandy section of beach under the trees between low rocks now awash
and we tried to identify the spot. Having done so, we weighed anchor and paddled in, dropping
the anchor and allowing ourselves to fall back onto the beach. It was almost high, and
approaching springs. Floating in shallow water, we ran two lines ashore from the stem, and
secured these to trees.

As we settled on the beach, a family of spotted flycatchers came and perched on the tent frame.
Parties of chaffinches and pied wagtails soon came to inspect us. So too, did a group of
workmen laying an outfall pipe close by, taking advantage of the low water springs to complete

their task.

Surveying our anchorage, we considered ourselves very fortunate. The wind blowing from the
west and southwest was carried over the belt of trees and despite the troubled waters in the bay

around the moorings, we lay in flat water. Furthermore, Ardvasar Marine just a few minutes
walk up the road, had showers and washing machines for visiting sailors. In the village was a
well-stocked shop, an hotel and on the pier were gift shops and what the "Rough Guide" called
the Pasta Shed - an excellent little restraunt serving good food with plenty of vegetarian
options. If we had to be storm-bound, this seemed to be a reasonable place.

We made full use of all facilities offered, then settled down to explore the area. Near the pier,
was Rubha Phoil Forest Garden. Visitors are invited in to see an experiment in permaculture

sustainable living making the most of recycling and re-using materials in their organic nursery.
We enjoyed a walk through their woodland and sat for some time looking out over the Sound of
Sleat where we had sailed the day before. The waters looked much less inviting today, blowing

SW force 5-6. It didn't seem to bother the seals on the rocks, who lay lazily amongst the
waves.

Later we visited the Clan MacDonald visitor Centre at Armadale Castle. I don't know why, but
we both expected a rather grand scottish castle, not a ruin. However, the walks through the
gardens and grounds were splendid.

We enjoyed a meal at the Pasta Shed and a drink at the hotel whilst our washing spun at
Ardvasar Marine. The worst of the weather was still to come and we went back to batten down

the hatches.



U ~Armadale Bay on Skye

I ~"Emma 's " drying anchorage
.secured to trees from the stern .: 
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Tuesday 21st August, 2001. We ride out aforce 9 on the school bus.

Sure enough, the gale had now arrived. It was force 9 strong gale and the boats on moorings
swung and bounced violently. In our little sheltered section of the bay, all remained calm
beneath the trees. We were so lucky to find this spot!

We were happy to leave "Emma" secured to anchor and trees, and we took a bus ride to see
some more of Skye as it was our first visit. A highland Rover ticket enabled us to go to Portree
and back. Armadale being a ferry port, there is a good bus service connecting it to the rest of
the island. The road follows the coast for much of the way, and gave us an opportunity to
prospect some places for possible visits later. However, the small waterspouts and spindrift
rising from the surface of the lochs as gusts rushed down the valleys from the Cuillins made
them look less attractive in real life than in the pilot.

In Portree, the principal town on the island, but still known as 'the village,' the gale really
arrived. Just walking around was difficult and in seconds having left the bus we were soaked.
We had coffee, did the shops, looked at the harbour and climbed the hill to the Aros Centre.
Here, there was an informative display and presentation on the history of Skye and an
exhibition devoted to the sea eagles who now live on the island. Video links showed one pair on
their nest feeding the chicks, and we were amazed to discover they had reared 29 chicks since
they first moved in. Sadly, they had not bred this year, and the video was edited highlights from
2000. Whilst their diet consists mainly of fish, other delicacies appeared to include sea birds
and fulmars were high on the list. We left determined to see a sea eagle as well as an otter.

We were surprised to find that we were on the school bus home. It was the first day back in
Scotland and sobering to think that as Portree High is the only secondary school, some children
spend over an hour each way on the bus each day. It was good to notice how the bus driver
knew virtually each child by name, and spoke to them all as he dropped them off.

The rain had eased by the time we arrived back in Armadale. We stood on the pier and
marvelled at the way the captain brought the ferry into her berth stem first, when broadsides on
to a force 9 gale. We decided he must have done it before as it seemed to pose few problems.
We walked on around the bay looking for sheltered spots amongst the kelp and wondering if
today would be our tum to spot an otter munching away on a fish. It was not.

We settled into bed wondering if the wind would ease by tomorrow. It was a nice place here at
Armadale, but we were now growing keen to move on.



Wednesday 22nd August, 2001. Heavy boats don't roll.

It was still blowing force 5 when we awoke, and the forecast predicted a possible 6 later. In
fact, sheltered by the Cuillins, the Sound of Sleat rarely received the strongest of winds
predicted, a fact we leamt later.

We decided to wait and set off on a walk up into the hills above Armadale. We had fine views
and the sun shone as we climbed. At one point, we put up a small herd of red deer who stared
at us for some time before disappearing across the heather-clad hillside.

By the time we retumed in late aftemoon, it was just after low and the seas had eased. We
considered the possibility of loading up the boat and rolling her down to the water. If we could
get afloat by 6.00pm we should have two hours' daylight; time enough to sail across to Loch
Nevis on the mainland and spend the night at anchor there.

We sorted the boat and planned a route down the beach. There were no major rocks to avoid
and it was a gentle slope to the water. We pumped up the rollers. As yet, they were one of the
few pieces of kit which remained unused. It is always a sign of a successful cruise if we use
everything we take (apart from the flares!), as it means we have planned properly with no
excess baggage.

The rollers are made by Zodiac and double as fenders, each being about 4 feet long. Once
inflated, we tried different ways of sliding the rollers under the boat, or the boat onto the roller.
We had little success. After careening her over, we did raise up the transom, but there was no
way we could lift a laden boat up at the bow. Needless to say, the workmen had now gone
home. We stared at the boat, then at the roller. We needed to completely empty the boat before
we could get her bow up on the roller. By that time, the tide would almost have reached us and
we should be too late to sail over. We did not relish the prospect of a night sail to an unknown
anchorage. Another lesson leamed.

Sense prevailed. We had itchy feet and were keen to get on, but logic dictated we wait until the
following high tide at around 0900 next moming. We adjoumed for a last visit to the hotel,
wading back to "Emma" as the sun set.



Thursday 23rd August, 2001. Afloat again at last.

As predicted, we were able to sail off at 0900, just as the first CalMac arrived at the pier. We
slid past and headed up the Sound in a steady force 3 which picked up to a 4 as we reached
open water. There was a large swell following the gales, and we swept along with it making
good speed with full rig.

We wanted to make our way north, but this took us through the narrows at Kyle Rhea. The
spring rate in these narrows is 7 - 8 knots. In a boat whose top speed is usually around 6 knots
this sounded excessive and we had decided to wait until neaps, when the times of slack water
were more appropriate for us. Hence our plan today was to explore Loch Houm on the
northem side of the Knoydart Peninsula, then head south to Loch Nevis or Morar.

Loch Houm is everything a scottish loch should be. Dark, forbidding, with mountainous sides
and submerged rocks guarding the entrance. Its name translates to 'Loch of Hell' (Loch Nevis
is 'Loch of Heaven') and with the mist on its mountains and steep sides it lives up to its name.
The wind was now a good 4, and we decided to reef for an easier ride.

Just when you least expect it something happens. As I fought with the reefing lines Anne
connanded, --"Look at that!" When you are concentrating on tying up the bag of a reef,
adjusting the kicker and untangling the main halyard from your foot and someone tells you to
look at something without saying where it is they should only expect a grunt in reply. "Right
above your head!" Circling high above, huge and unmistakable, was an eagle, probably a sea
eagle. It soared effortlessly above, a twitch of wing-tip here or there to send it where it wanted
to go. Still with the halyard around my foot I fumbled for the binoculars and we watched it
float ahead up Loch Houm and drift effortlessly out of sight above a Munro.

The steep sides can give sudden squalls and down-draughts, but today they kept the wind from
the loch completely. We drifted and paddled our way up the entrance, shook out the reef, but
barely reached half way before tuming and deciding to save it for another day. Having just got
going again, we were not in the mood to spend another day rowing! We tumed and headed back
to the Sound. Scrutinising each bird in the air, but our eagle did not retum.

Beating into the swell was a wet ride. With a reefed main once more, we reached Loch Nevis in
no time, but decided to press on south and explore the coast further. Passing Mallaig and the
sandy beaches of Morar the wind dropped a little and we shook out the reef as we pressed on
past the mass of tiny rocks and islands which guard the entrance to Arisaig. How would we
find the entrance? We navigated carefully. Surely there are otters here?

The pilot begins: 'One of the most intimidating entrances on the West Coast....' Blessed with
good visibility, new perches and a huge splash of white paint on a rock beside the channel it
was less demanding than might be expected. It suggests avoiding one and an half hours after
low and we tumed to run in at exactly that time. Following instructions in the pilot we found
our way around the tortuous channel and into the harbour where we picked up a buoy and
impressed our neighbours by the speed with which we erected the tent and had cooked supper.

It proved a good mooring and we slept soundly pleased to be underway once more, even if we
were back-tracking a little. We kept half an eye open for an otter, but none appeared.

23rd August, 2001.
hours sailed 10.00
miles sailed 31.0
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The Sound of Sleat

A postcard showing the rocks guarding the entrance to ArdYasar and Armnadale Bay.
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Looking east into the entrance of Loch Nievis at the southern end of Knoydart.
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Friday 24th August, 2001. The lure of the Sgurr.

We awoke to find ourselves surrounded by jellyfish. The sea appeared to have tumed to jelly.

It had been a long day previously, and we decided to devote today to a short sail and a climb.
For, from the moment we awoke, the Sgurr of Eigg had been staring at us and beckoning.
"Climb me!" it kept calling, like a Siren.

We could resist no longer. Having been ashore for a short exploration and ascertained that this
would make a good place to recover the boat later, we prepared to set offwith the first of the

ebb. An elderly fishemian came to admire "Emma" and said how pleased he was to see people
sail and not motor. He told us how the lifeboat had come here to rescue yachts which had
dragged their moorings in the gale. We bade farewell and tacked carefully and quickly down

the winding entrance channel but having cleared the entrance rocks safely we pointed straight

towards the Sgurr. In a SW force 4 we reached east toward the north entrance to Galmisdale.
"Emma" thrives on these conditions and hummed along, splashing through the swell.

This entrance is much narrower than the southem one, and tight tacks were needed to slip in

past the rocks which were still awash. Entering, you aim for the small island of Flod Sgeir with

a prominent perch. A transit with the old white beach hut and the Sgurr helps pick the

approach. Just short of the perch you turn sharp to port and come in toward the quay before
turming into the bay clear of the rocks and moored boats. Once again, we anchored in the bay

on clear, white sand. This time in slightly deeper water, aiming to stay afloat.

We paddled ashore and visited the shop before setting off on the climb up the Sgurr. The

approach took us through woods, across fields, past the old inn, now derelict, and up onto the
mountainside amongst carpets of heather. Wheatear and stonechats called as we climbed. In a

peaty tam we found a mass of bog bean still in flower. Soon we were scrambling on rock, up

the steep side and onto the ridge. The rock is pitchstone lava which erupted from a volcano on
Rum some 50 million years ago. The softer rocks have all eroded leaving this remarkable

feature, the Sgurr, as impressive as the Giant's Causeway in Antrim.

A few more scrambles led us to the summit, the nose overlooking Galmisdale Bay, and we
could just see "Emma" still afloat on the edge of the drying sands. The views were magnificent.

We could see straight back to Arisaig and identify the white-painted rock by the entrance.
Muck, Coll and Tiree stretched away to the southwest. Rum and its Cuillins dominated the
view to the northwest and Skye to the North. On Eigg itself, we could see down to the "Singing

Sands" on Laig Bay, so-called because the particular quartz which comprises the beach squeak
as you walk on them.

It was one of those summits which encourage you to linger and we were reluctant to descend,
retracing our steps to the derelict inn then making our way around through more woods to the
cliffpath and so back to "Emma."

It had been another memorable day. Only a short sail, but tricky route-finding, careful
navigation, a good reach and an excellent walk to round off the day. An otter swimming in the

bay would have finished the day perfectly. However, there was no perfect finish to this day.

24th August, 2001.

hours sailed 3.45
miles sailed 9.5
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I ~~~~~~Our Second Visit to Eigg

Climbing up through woods, fields and moorland to the Sgurr of Eigg.

__
II 1 

I ~The view east from the summit of the sSgurr, looking down to Eilean Chathastail which
protects GJalmisdale Harbour. The northern entrance winds between the rocks.
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Saturday 25th August, 2001. At last!!

When we went to bed, the Sgurr was clearly visible from our tent door. When we awoke, it had
gone. We left Eigg on a misty overcast morning. The Sgurr was just becoming visible as the
drizzle started. Rum remained shrouded in mist and hid for the whole joumey. An arctic skua,
much more slender than the great skuas we saw previously, appeared from the clouds and
harassed an arctic tem as we departed. Large flocks of gannets floated past, their creamy-white
plumage standing out like beacons against the grey sea and sky.

In a steady 3 - 4 from the SW we quickly crossed to the Sound of Sleat once more, then headed
up past Armadale towards Isleomsay. At Ardvasar the wind rose to a 5 and we took in a reef
Within two miles it had dropped to a 3, reef out, then 0, oars out. By the time we reached
Stevenson's Lighthouse at Isleomsay, we had a gentle breeze to blow us into the harbour.

Isleomsay is a very pretty harbour with its white-painted buildings around the quay. It was
once the busiest fishing port on Skye. Now it has a sculpture gallery and Whisky Centre, both

of which looked very attractive. Having secured ourselves to a visitors' buoy and erected the
tent, we changed and paddled ashore. Our tender, "Tahiti" is an orange inflatable canoe. We
saw her looking forlorn outside a chandlers near Felixstowe and immediately saw her potential
in the wayfarer. She came complete with patches and weak valves. There are three chambers to
fill, each side and the base. She sits on the water rather than in it and can be difficult to steer,
especially in a wind. However, she has served us well and rolls up into a compact package
when we are underway. We carry two beavertail paddles to manoevre "Emma" over short
distances, and kneeling to keep our weight low we can canoe easily over short distances. She is
great to get ashore from a mooring or anchorage, and fun to explore shallow headwaters. From
the start of this trip she had developed a slow leak and we never travelled without a pump. It
was a trifle disconcerting when she hissed as we paddled for the shore. There would be no long
paddles of exploration on this trip.

Landing at the quay we discovered the gallery and centre cldsed on Saturday aftemoon. "Can
you believe it?" as Victor would say. The sculptures were by a local man called Broderick and
many are beautiful depictions of otters, capturing their flowing shapes as they swim in the local
bays. We had seen several elsewhere and were disappointed to miss his exhibition.

We set off for a walk around the headland. pausing to help a local child who crashed from his
bicycle, and chatting with the parent who assured us that otters were regularly seen in these
bays. It was fun clambering around the cliffs, looking in rock pools. We gazed out at the
lighthouse. It was one of several in the area built by Robert Louis Stevenson's father. Gavin
Maxwell had lived in the adjoining house for some time.

We found a natural stone arch and sat watching the tide fill a bay. As we watched, a head
appeared and a v-shaped wake spread across the water. It disappeared. We watched. It came
up, swam some more then dived with a wonderful arched back, reappearing and crunching

shellfish before diving again. Each time it dived we crept forward. Sure enough, at last we were
watching our very first wild otter. It performed for about ten minutes and then vanished.

We could barely speak. For so long we had waited for this moment, scouring lakes, rivers and
bays. Then, quite unexpected, there it was. Isleomsay will remain with us for a very long time.

3 25th August, 2001.
hours sailed 5.30
miles sailed 21.0
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I ~~~~~~~~Isleornsay

3 ~~~~~~The picturesque quay with gallery and whisky centre.
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Sunday 26th August, 2001. The narrovs, the bridge and the squalls'.

As we mentioned before, the passage north along the inside of Skye passes through the narrows of
Kyle Rhea. In our early research about the area we asked a friend if the tide here was significant, and

were told, `It is worth waiting for." Given a spring rate of up to 8 knots, the wisdom of this advice

became clearer. Much of our planning over the last week had been to deliver us here at the right time

on neaps.

We calculated that the favourable tide would begin at 0745 and the strongest rate today would be 4.4

knots at around 1045. However, by this time the tide at the Skye Bridge would be unfavourable. An

early start was required, and we were away by 0650. With the best will in the world, it is hard to be

ready in much under an hour usually ninety minutes. Preparing flasks the evening before and other

devices can speed up the process a little, but all bedding has to be stowed away, the tent struck and

everything stowed securely ready for a day's sailing. You just can't rush it. So we were already up and

busy as the UK theme serenaded us.

As dinghy sailors we have to play the tides. It is no good planning to punch against a foul tide under

engine, we have to work them to advantage. Our cruise from Ipswich to the Solent via Calais the

previous summer had required a succession of dawn starts, often in the dark, to make full use of the

tidal streams. In Scotland it had been much more civilised and today a gentle breeze blew us on our

way. After a brief row we settled to a steady SW wind which was funnelled along the narrow channel
from behind.

It was at its strongest as we approached the narrows and we could see the troubled waters swirling

ahead. For an easierjourney, we took in a reef, and left the genoa furled as we ran into the eddies and

racing tide. It is an intimidating place, high-sided with forest lined slopes on each side and a power

line overhead. Rain added to the sombre setting. In the centre of the swirling mass of water a seal

dived and played On the Skye shore, our second otter swvam and played. We had been advised that

this was a good vantage point, and there is an otter hide in the woods above for visitors.

In no time at all we were squirted out of the narrows and unfurled the genoa as we turned west along

Loch Alsh catching our first glimpse of the graceful arc of the Skye Bridge. Our timing had been good
up to now, but the wind was easing. By the time we reached the bridge we were paddling and drifting

alongside several yachts under power.

Two pairs of buoys take you clear of rocks north of the bridge. As we passed these, in the open water

of Loch Carron we enjoyed a better wind and settled down to take in our new surroundings. It felt like

we had come through a gate into a different garden where everything was fresh and exciting. It took a

while to identify all the different islands, and we chose the Crowlins as our next destination, intending

to visit these before heading on to Plockton.

We try to be keen observers of the weather. We keep regular records in the log including pressure. We

don't want to be caught unawares. Our observations of an advancing squall made us change our plan

and head straight for Plockton, leaving the Crowlins for another day. Our log tells the tale:
1130 NW4 turned to avoid squall
1150 NW4/5 took in reef ahead of squall; no genoa
1155 NW5/6 squall; dropped main; genoa only
1210 NW4 squall passed; reefed main and genoa

It was a straightforvard sail into Plockton in bright sunshine. We followed the directions in the pilot

and pulled up on the pontoon. As this was to dry overnight, the owner of the seal trip boat Callum,

had no objections to our remaining alongside. Very convenient for the shops, toilets and hotel where

we purchased a most enjoyable (and needed) shower, before exploring the area.

26th August, 2001
hours sailed 6.30

miles sailed 25.0
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The Skye Bridge and Beyond

Approaching the Skye Bridgefrom Loch A/sh. Kyleakin and Castle Moil are to the left of
the bridge
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Monday 27th August, 2001 Change of plans hut what a surprise.

Plockton is the most beautiful village imaginable. The view from the beach is stunning. The
warm current and absence of frost means palm trees grow happily in the hotel garden. The light
attracts artists from all over, and its fifteen minutes of fame arrived when it became the setting
for BBC's "Hamish Macbeth." This makes it a bit of a honeypot, but even the Sunday crowds
did not spoil our visit.

Our plan was now to head further north visiting the Crowlins and Rona before heading up to
Loch Torridon ad Gairloch. That would probably be the point from which we retumed, heading
for a suitable place to recover the boat and retrieve the car.

The forecast predicted NW4 becoming Var3 for a time, then SW4/5 later. Stronger winds were
expected soon. A good sail appeared to lie ahead. However, we were beginning to realise that
Skye has an effect upon these forecasts. Variable 3 had generally meant no wind. SW 4/5 had
often been 2/3 or 4 at most. The gale had swept through with full force, but generally, the east
of Skye had been more sheltered from westerlies. Today appeared to confirm this.

A good breeze took us toward the Crowlins, but as we entered Caolas Mor it dwindled to
nothing. We were reluctant to start rowing as a small school of porpoises were swimming
around us. In the flat calm we watched them rise and float at the surface. We could hear them
puffing and calling to each other - a whickering call carrying over the still waters. We paddled
gently past, entranced by these animals.

There are three Crowlin Islands, but it is hard to see them anything other than one. Running
almost north/south between Eilean Mor and Eilean Meadhonach is a cleft the pilot calls
Crowlin Harbour. We paddled in. There is a recognised anchorage about half way along, and
we anchored in about 4m for lunch. It was beautifully still, and we were joined by two sea
kayaks and a grey seal whilst we relaxed in this magical secret place.

It was time to revise plans. Rona was another 15 miles, and with no wind the prospect of
rowing was not appealing. We considered altematives, and decided to complete our circuit of
the Crowlins then head south to Kyleakin where we knew we could stay if the expected bad
weather arrived. It was a long, solemn row with occasional short sails. We tied up on the

pontoon at Kyleakin at 1925 and watched two local lads set off fishing. When they retumed
with a single mackerel, they threw it on the pontoon and disappeared. We later found out why.

The skipper of a local tourist boat popped her head in the tent as we finished dinner and
enquired if we had seen the otter. She was sorry it had gone, but it might come back later. It
dutifully did. Climbing up the ladder at the end of the pontoon, it came to the mackerel and sat

happily munching it for a few minutes. We stood and watched. Then it ambled along the
decking toward us, coming to within a couple of metres before sensing our presence and sliding
off the edge into the harbour. Retuming the next night, it searched fishing boats for food.
Apparently, it is common practice for fishermen to leave a surprise for this family who visit
every evening.

It was a totally unexpected surprise for us, adding a gloss to an otherwise disappointing day.

27th August, 2001.
hours sailed | 8.40
miles sailed 17.5
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Plockton

The view across the bay atracts mny visitors to Pltockton
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Tuesday 28th August, 2001. Listen very carefully, I will say this only once!

The forecast predicted winds force 6 to 7. As a general rule, we do not set off if a 6 appears in

the forecast. The seas did not look too bad yet, but we expected worse. At least it was dry. We

decided to go shopping. There is a large Co-op in Kyle of Lochalsh, just a short walk over the
Skye Bridge.

Kyleakin was the Skye end of the ferry from Kyle of Lochalsh before the bridge was built.

Now it is a cul de sac. The pontoon in the harbour and the Brightwater visitor centre help

sustain the village. The hotel still has coach parties visiting, and for some reason, a youth

hostel and two independent backpackers hostels have developed here. Otherwise, cars driving

over the bridge to Skye have no reason to visit. We felt a little sorry for the small businesses.

There has been a well-publicised campaign by the islanders protesting about the fees on the

bridge. SKAT (Skye and Kyle Against Tolls) has grown up to organise the opposition and we

found ourselves in what appeared to be a centre of the organisation, a small cafe near the

harbour. It was vaguely reminiscent of Renee's cafe from "Allo, Allo." However, talking with

some of the islanders we could see this was no comedy, and began to see their point of view

more clearly.

It is free to walk or cycle over the bridge. There are actually two bridges, which link Skye to

the mainland via Eilan Ban, whose Stevenson lighthouse is now beneath the span. This was

Gavin Maxwell's last home and has been developed as a nature reserve. Visits are arranged

from the Brightwater Centre. Kyle is a busy place, with supermarket, shops, station and tourist

centre. We had grown unused to crowds, and it seemed somehow too busy for us, so we
quickly retreated to Kyleakin.

A short walk took us up to the remains of Castle Moil, giving us a good view of the harbour

and bridge. In the 14th century, a Norwegian princess hit on the idea of hanging a chain across

the narrows and extracting tolls from all passing boats. Perhaps the idea of the bridge is not so

new.

As the evening wore on, the wind picked up and the rain fell. We hoped it would be clear by the

moming.



Wednesday 29th August, 2001. "Be careful, 'cos the sea's got a prickly bottom."

An early departure was delayed as the rain and strong winds persisted. By late moming things
seemed easier and we decided to move on, making our way up to Rona. We had two choices of
route: either straight up past the Crowlins through the Inner Sound, which was shorter; or
through the narrow channels between Skye and the islands of Pabay, Scalpay and Raasay. The
latter option was slightly longer, and we suspected that it might be more susceptible to sudden
down-draughts and squalls rolling down the valleys from the Cuillins Mountains.

We decided to take the former option and set offjust behind a yacht heading the same way, but
intending to anchor near the island of Fladday overnight. The fact that the fishing boats were
still tied up was a little disconcerting as we slipped away and headed north, under the bridge.

Once clear of the bridge, in open water, the wind picked up and we found ourselves on a broad
reach in winds of SW5/6. We already had a reef in and had set the jib rather than genoa. The
yacht ahead was sailing under genoa only. We reached the Crowlins in just 35 minutes, the
fastest we have sailed four miles in our lives! We had overhauled the yacht and decided it was
time for a second reef We continued to scream along, surfing down the waves. The waves
turned into large rollers which were well-spaced and "Emma" sped on, racing down the wave,
stalling then being picked up and racing off again. In the midst of all this the rain began to
hammner down once more.

From nowhere, the delicate shape of a storm petrel wound its way gently amongst the waves. It
was a thing of grace amidst the rough seas, rain and sky. We were reluctant to put ourselves on
a dead run and tacked down wind toward the narrow gap between the northern tip of Raasay
and the southern tip of Rona. As we approached Caol Rona the waves were at their biggest and
we knew we must be careful picking our route between the rocky islets in the channel.

We work together here. Each has their jobs. Anne is an instinctive helm who can feel her way
through the worst of seas coaxing the boat between the waves. I fumble about with chart and
compass and give vague directions as to where we want to go. In a wet, open boat the chart and
pilot must be in watertight cases (Ortileb are excellent) and courses to steer are calculated
using a Silva compass rather than Breton plotter. The grid printed on Imray C series charts is a
great help to this sort of navigation. On longer passages we sail largely by dead reckoning, with
mental adjustments for drift and leeway. A hand bearing compass is essential and we use our
solar powered Tacktick, fixed to the mast, to steer by. Binoculars are a real help in identifying
features from our low vantage point, and in these waters, careful pilotage is essential. For, as

our friends, the Norfolk Wayferers told us, when we announced our intention of coming to
Scotland, "Be careful, 'cos the seas got a prickly bottom!"

We successfully passed Eilean an Fraoich and almost at once, the seas eased. The yacht tumed
south and we headed north looking for the entrance to Acairseid Mhor, a popular anchorage
but the entrance is hidden behind an island, Eilean Garbh. Its location from this direction was
made simpler by a large white arrow painted on the cliffs!

We sailed in, and went right to the head of the small loch before anchoring in 4m. This was a

truly wild and remote place. A turn ashore exploring the boggy island revealed a house offering
showers, but we retumed to "Emma" watched by a sole grey seal, to enjoy a warm meal and a
good rest. It had been the most lively sail of the cruise so far.

29th Auguast, 2001.
hours sailed 4.05
miles sailed 21.0
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Rona

Heading up the Inner Sound to the east of Raasay. We overtook the yacht in winds of SW
force 6.

Approaching C'aol Rona with the rorky islet of Eilean an Fhraoich oppeaizng in the
centre.
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IRona

One of the most remote anchorages which we were able to enjoy, at the head of Acairseid

Mhor. Although popular, we were entirely alone.

Our tender "aThiti" and the wwro bags ge to stow gea bard



Thursday 30th August, 2001. And nowfor something completely different.

It was time to head back. We were growing tired and stiff. The forecast was not brilliant.
Everything in the boat had a damp feel about it. The stove was running low on fuel and, worst
of all, the whisky had run out.

We planned to return through the Raasay Sound, visiting Portree en route. With a wind like
yesterday, we could even contemplate passing through Kyle Rhea that evening, and studied
tidal streams in preparation. That phrase 'variable force 3' appeared in the forecast again,
which made us hesitant about planning too far ahead.

On leaving our beautiful, remote anchorage, the first thing we wanted to do was visit the yacht
we had sailed with the day before. It would give us the chance to explore another anchorage
whilst we were there. In a SSW2/3 we beat south to the northern anchorage in Caol Fladday.
Here we came alongside "Shenevar" and were invited aboard for coffee and an enjoyable chat.
We leamed that the winds he measured were stronger than we estimated the previous day which
made us feel proud of our achievement. It is always better to discover these things afterwards.

Heading on toward Loch Portree we swapped the jib for the genoa as the wind grew lighter.
There was not a soul in sight as we sailed beneath the gaze of the Old Man of Storr. Reaching
Loch Portree after a shower, we decided not to sail in as the wind was so light and we were
making slow progress. We wanted to make the most of the streams in the channels between the
islands. Rowing with a rainbow astem we picked out features leading to the Raasay Narrows.
Astem, Rona was now violet and a breeze picked up to help us on our way. Would it last?

Apart from the reefing and anchor systems, "Emma" is set up like any other wayfarer. The
main is stem mounted with a ratchet block to help hold it. We have resisted a jamming block
for fear of it jamming at the wrong moment. We do not want an unnecessary capsize. The
genoa sheets are led back through ratchets on a track on the side thwarts, to jamming cleats on
the centre thwart. Two fairleads and jammers set forward on the side decks are are used for the
jib. We have a 2:1 Cunningham, 4:1 outhaul and our new 12:1 cascade kicker to improve sail
control and try to sail as efficiently as possible all the time, especially in light airs. However,
we are aware of our lack of skill in getting the best speed from the boat. I am usually in trouble
for not trimming the sails properly or sitting in the wrong place at the wrong time.

The wind did last, taking us all the way to Caolas Scalpay, the shallow narrows just north of
Broadford. We rounded the small island of Guillamon but then the wind died once more and

out came the oars again. From now on we rowed most of the way, occasionally getting a small
lift from the breeze. We sailed around the northem tip of Pabay and were surprised how far the
rocks extended. In the clear water we kept a close watch for these reefs. Several common seals

came out to examine us here.

At the end of a long day we tied up to the pontoon at Kyle of Lochalsh. Here there is a pubic

toilet with attendant who loans towels for showers and we made good use of the facility. We
had hoped this pontoon would give us a good night's sleep before another long day, but it is
made in such a way that the sections creak together in the tide, and is much less sleep-friendly

than its counterpart at Kyleakin. The local children descending on to the pontoon for a water-
fight at the hose did not enhance our stay here either.

30th August, 2001.
hours sailed | 11.50
miles sailed 31.5
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Returning South

Leaving the island of Ftadday astern on our slow sail down the Sound of Raasay.
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Returning South

The Old Man of Storr gazes down on our slow progress past Skye.

I1I

7Te helm is becomingfrustrated by the the lack of windL
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Friday 31 st August, 2001. 1 looked up at the breaking waves.

To misuse a football cliche, it was a day of two halves. The forecast predicted NW3/4

becoming S3/4 possibly 5 later. We had been hearing about this NW for some time and had

intended to use it to our advantage on the trip south. As yet, it had failed to materialise.

A mink ambled past the pontoon as we prepared to leave. Naively, I called Anne to see the

baby otter before I realised what I was saying. We watched it swim off in the calm water,

before setting offtrying to sail in the calm water. It suited the mink better. We rowed a little,

sailed a little and drifted with the tide toward Kyle Rhea. Hugging the Skye shore we scanned

for otters, but none appeared. However, a group of seals hauled out on a rock attracted our

attention by howling as we passed, the sounds echoing through the narrows.

Once squirted out of the narrows at Glenelg, we continued to drift before breaking out the oars

again down the Sound of Sleat. To crown a miserable moming, it began to drizzle. We had left

Kyle at 0725 and it was now 1415 as we approached Loch Nevis. After seven hours and a lot

of rowing, with little sleep the night before we were both very weary and considering our

options. Anne wanted to find the anchorage in Loch Nevis and go to sleep. I wanted to press on

to Arisaig. After some discussion we arrived at a compromise. We should carry onto Mallaig

and see if the wind filled in. If it did we could carry on, and if it did not we could return to

Loch Nevis.

By 1500 we were sailing in a W4/5 off Mallaig and the sun was shining. Everything seemed

much better all of a sudden. Our heading was taking us across the waves which were growing

larger by the minute. We reefed the main and decided to leave the genoa furled. Our speed was

fuine, and in these conditions, we decided it was unwise to crawl on the deck changing foresails.

The waves were breaking on their way to the Morar shore. We find it hard to estimate the size

of waves, but sitting on the side deck, I was looking up at the breaking crests. When we looked

down into the troughs, it seemed further than I should have liked to jump.

It was 1655 when we identified the way into Arisaig harbour, and were very pleased to have

prospected it in advance. We tumed and ran into the winding channel. It was approaching high

water and the rocks and islands were largely awash. We sped into the harbour and stopped on

the landing pontoon to arrange a mooring and recovery. Arisaig marine were extremely

accommodating and gave us a shetered mooring near to the slip which we picked up safely.

On a mooring we always use two lines, our belt and braces approach to cruising. We secure the

main load-bearing line to the mast, and leave the second slack to the deck cleat. With the tent

up we cooked tea and planned a walk ashore to sort out how to retrieve the car and trailer from

Loch Creran.

Paddling over to the pontoon, we were quizzed about the canoe and camping in a boat by a

visiting yachtswoman. "I suppose you have to be organised," she commented, walking away.

"I've watched you come in here, and put your tent up twice," came a voice from behind, "and I

know you are organised!" Another sailor grinned as we tumed around, and we chatted happily

for a while. It is nice to think that other people consider us organised; so why does everything

always feel so rushed and clumsy in the boat?

In the tent, we listened to the squabbling gulls, screeching herons and an owl calling. This was

almost the end of our cruise.
31st August, 2001.

hours sailed 10.05
miles sailed 30.0
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Saturday/Sunday IstV2nd September, 2001. The summer timetable ended two
weeks ago.

Arisaig has many advantages, making it a popular place to keep a boat. Its has a good position
from which to sail. There is a workshop and secure moorings. It is fairly well sheltered. There
is a railway station and bus link. We used the spectacular railway line to reach Fort William in
less than an hour. Here, we had expected to wait a little, but the next bus to Oban was not until

6.00 in the evening! It would be dark before we reached the car. The afternoon bus, which runs
in the summer, finshed a couple of weeks earlier. I thought it was still summer, even though it
was pouring with rain.

Fort William was alive with busy and fit people. It was the day of the Ben Nevis Race. This is

a classic run on the first Saturday in September. Numbers are restricted, and I had the honour
of being rejected some years ago. This was probably for the best, and avoided the
embarrassment of trailing in hours after the rest. We did not envy the runners today; cold wind,
rain and mist made us glad to be neither at sea nor up a mountain.

We decided to take a taxi, and in just forty five minutes found ourselves back at Creran
Moorings. We thanked Jock and Jonquil once again, replaced a flat tyre which had appeared in

our absence, and set off back to Arisaig, pausing only at National Tyres on the way.

We ate in the hotel at Aridaig that evening. The rain continued to fall and the wind rose
considerably. It was a dodgy paddle back to "Emma" in the dark. That night felt like the worst
of the whole trip. The boat shook violently and rocked from side to side. She slewed back and
forth and the tent shuddered in the gusts. We slept little again, convinced we might have to

abandon ship at any moment, and wondering how we would reach the slip in the moming.

Fortunately, by daybreak the wind had eased and we were able to tum her using the jib then

paddle into the slip. With help from several people around, we dragged "Emma" up the stony
slip to the car park and set about the process of unloading, de-rigging and preparing her for the
joumey home. Once again, when it is spread all around the car park, we wonder how it ever fits

into the boat.



Monday 3rd September, 2001. Final Day

Our cruise was over but not quite complete. In our initial plans we had considered sailing up

Loch Linnhe to Fort William at the start. As things tumed out, this was not practical. However,
it meant we missed the opportunity to climb Ben Nevis, Britain's highest mountain. Anne had

never been to the summit and we could not return home without making the attempt.

So, having recovered the boat on Sunday, we spent the night in the Glen Nevis Hostel. On
Monday, my birthday, we set off on our climb. After so long at sea, the legs took a little
adjusting to this mode of travel, but we made it. Sadly the top was in cloud, but we had good
views down to Loch limnhe from around 3,000 feet. We added ring ouzel and snow bunting to

our list of birds seen on the trip and enjoyed a well-eamed meal that night.

The joumey to Suffolk was so easy it was hard to believe, and it took only about a week fbr
our legs to recover from the climb!



Our Last Day in Scotland

The summit cairn on Ben Nevis, with the remains of the observatory and hotel in the mist
behind
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At the end of the cruise.

Our cruise lasted three weeks. That was probably long enough as the damp seemed to penetrate

everything. We never had a good drying day and were surprised how cold we felt at times. We

wore Trax/Buffalo gear for most of the time, often with full waterproofs. The only times we

grew too hot was when rowing for long periods.

We were pleased with the equipment we carded, and used nearly everything (except the flares).

The only bits not really needed were the small land tent and the sun block. We were very

pleased with our modifications to the tanks, making them more secure, and the control systems,

especially kicker and Cunningham which helped make reefing quicker and simpler. The

catenary weight made anchoring much more secure, adding greatly to our piece of mind. At the

same time, the sea anchor made life much more comfortable. We leamt a bit more about using

boat rollers - our systems are right, but we need an empty boat or one that is in shallow water

to begin with. Being confident in our equipment, and growing more confident in its use greatly

enhanced our enjoyment of the cruise.

The Imray charts and Pilots were just right. However, extra advice from other sailors helped

enormously. We were really grateful to everyone who shared things with us either directly, or

from their logs. There is a limit to how much you can carry, so research beforehand becomes

important and the cruising log libraries maintained by the DCA (Dinghy Cruising Association)

and the UKWA (UK Wayfarer Association) are invaluable sources of information.

The Inner Hebrides are fantastic cruising grounds. The sailing was always interesting. We were

kept on our toes all the time coping with the wind and the seas, and our planning had to take

full account of the weather, land features and tidal streams each day. We were rewarded with

several long days, with varied conditions that were very satisfying to complete successfully.

The landscape and wildlife played an enomnous part in making our cruise an enjoyable

experience. We are lucky to have developed our interests in these areas along with our interests

in sailing and climbing. There is always something to enjoy. Of course, the otters, whales and

eagles were the highlights, but the common shrew at Oban, the delicate grass of pamassus on

Kerrera or the bog bean on Eigg are just as exciting to find. I shall never forget listening to the

porpoises talking to each other by the Crowlins, the texture of the basaltic pitchstone on the

Sgurr of Eigg or how Rona tumed violet in the arc of a rainbow beneath the Old Man of Storr.

These moments are special. So too, are the memories of people we met. Where two lives touch

for a moment, something of the other is shared and remains a special memory. It may be by

playing the pipes, helping us pull the boat up a slip, revealing a favourite anchorage, alerting us

to an otter or sharing a joke. Each person contributes a little piece to the whole picture.

Beginning to think about all these special moments, you suddenly realise how rich an

experience dinghy cruising can be. With "Emma," we are lucky to be able to enjoy such

experiences. Now is the time to sit back and savour it and, of course, to begin planning our

next cruise.

10th - 31st August, 2001

miles sailed | 295

NB: This represents the approximate distance covered over the ground in a straight line,

calculated from the charts, and does not take account of all the tacks made when beating.
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